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Computer simulations of industry gross output, employment and earnings

changes associated with alternative copper-nickel development scenarios are

presented in this report. ‘l%edirect and indirect economic effeccs of

seven development scenarios are projected for a mining impact Study Area

in St. Louis County, Minnesota.
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF COPPER-NICKEL DEVELOPMENT.

1/’
IN NORTHEAST MINNESOTA –

Wilbur R. Maki, Patrick D. Meagher and Leonard A. Lauliiinen, Jr.g’

Copper-nickel mining in Northeast Minnesota has significant development

potential, As many as four mines producing over $1.billion of mineral out-

put annually (at 1!3”70prices) and employing over 9,000 persons may be in

operation within the next 20 years.

This paper describes and assesses 10M1 emP~oYm~nt~ o~~tPutand income

effects of copper-nickel development in Northeast Minnesota. It focuses on

the use of a computable model of a regional economic system in simula-

ting alternative futures for a small area which may experience rapid economic

change.

Private sector plans for copper-nickel development raise many questions

of public policy interest. what is the level.and riming of proposed develop-

ment measured by impacts on total jobs, work forces p(iyrolls, and private

sector investment? What are the energy and other input requirements of this

development? How much income will be created and how will it be distributed,

directly and indirectly, locally and regionally? The computable model of a local

economy is used in responding to these and related questions. Procedures

This paper is based on analyses of the socio-economic effects of copper-
nickel development for the Copper-Nickel project Of ~he Minnesota Environ_
mental Quality Council. These findings are reported in Chapter 15,
Regional Economic Impacts of Copper--Nickel Development, of Volume 5,
Regional Copper-Nickel Study, Minnesota Environmental Quality Board, 1979.

Authors gratefully acknowledge the contributions of Mason Chen in the
preparation of the computer model and data base for regional impact
analysis and Jim Birkholz and Mike Scipioni in statistical analysis and
of Royden Tull of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board, Regional
Copper-Nickel Study, who read and commented on earlier drafts of this
paper.
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have been developed for simulating the regional effects of given mining

development options in Northeast Minnesota.as part of this study.

Study Area

The computer simulations are confined to the smaller of two study

regions. The larger region consists of seven contiguous counties in Northeast

Minnesota? PIUS the adj~cen~ Doui@= county~ Wisconsin. Located within this

region is the smaller, study area in west-central St. Louis County, known

locally as “East Range” but designated offically as the Regional Copper-Nickel

Study Area (Fig, 1). Existing township ‘boundaries define the Study Area

within St. Louis County,for the computer simulation analysis in this study.

Known copper-nickel. resources are in Lake and St. Loui.sCounties in

Northeast Minnesota. These resources occur approximately along a line

extending from a

of Eveleth (see,

At present,

point near Ely southwestward to a point a few miles south

Fig. l.).

there is no mining of Northeast Minnesota copper-nickel

resources.

of drilling

location of

Significant quantities of resources have been located as a result

3/and other exploratory work(9~10,12)— Related information on the

the copper-nickel resources is summarized in Table 1.(which is

keyed to Fig. 1). All data in Table 1 are in terms of copper content because

&he present and foreseeable future market outlook for nickc~l is uncertain.

However, for copper, the market outlook is quite good(l,3).

~tudy Objective

The economic significance of

development is evaluated with the

.—.

y
Number in parenthesis is the

Che potential study area copper-nickel

use of certain economic indicators, which

reference cited from p,,31.
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Table 1. Estimated copper ore in specified resource zones, by depth of
mining, Regional Copper-Nickel Study Area, 1977. ~/

Resource Low Grade
3/

2/
High Grade –

Zone Near Surface – Above 1,000 Feet Below 1,000 feet

“(roil.mektiic tons)

1 107.2 369.9 371.9

2

2&35/

3

4

5

6

7

Total

o

14.6’

245.8

183.4

38.1

59.6

0

647.7

339.6

112.5

18.9

49.1

73.4

52.0

11.2

1,026.8

1,614.7

0

76.1

545.2

232.8

48.9

0

2,889.6

y
Minnesot@ Environmental Quality Moard, Regional Copper-Nickel Study,
1979.

ZJ/
Average 0.34 percent copper.

y
Average 0.66 percent copper.

~/
Zones 2 and 3 underwater (Birch Lake) resources iarewithin 1,000 feet
of surface.
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are measures of potential study area mining activity and its local economic

effects. Indicators used in this study are: industry gross output, employm-

ent, and earnings from wages, salaries, and proprietnrsh:ips. Gross output,

the dollar value of production by Study Area Industries, represents the

level of business activity and is used as a gross measure of’changes in an

area’s economic health, Employment and earnings statistics are measures of

che economic welfare of individuals. Evaluation of the potential economic

effects of study area copper-nickel development, in terms of these indicators,

is the study objective.

The study objective is achieved by first setting up a series of mining

development scenarios. A development scenario is an assumption concerning

possible future copper-nickel development. At least three different kinds of

mines appear possible in view of what is known about the copper-nickel resources.

The mine models developed are an open pit mine producing 20 million metric

tons of ore annually, a 11.33 million metric ton per year open pit mine oper-

ating in

mine and

estimated

resources

conjunction iwth a 5.35 million metric ton per year underground

a12.35 million metric tons per year underground mine, The

lifespan for each mine type, given the quantity of copper-nickel

known to be present in each development zonet is shown in ‘rable 2.

A mine lifespan of twenty years or more permits amortization of invested

capital at the straight-line rate of five percent per year. This makes some

sites much more attractive than other~ on economic grounds since they hold

enough mineral resources for a long period of operation. While a long period

‘of operation does not guarantee mine profitability, it helps assure mining com-

panies that they could recover their investment in mining and processing facilities.

Profitability will vary among the potential minesites because of different ore

grades, management policy, capital investment required, and ore accessibility.
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Table 2. Mine life span (in years) in specified dev~~opmerit zone, by mine
option, Regional Copper-Nickel Study Area.—

..-...-. .—..

Rcsourc6 Combination
Zone

———
Open Pit’ Open Pit Underground~7 Undergroundz’

(number)

1 23.9 42.1 53.5 23.2

2 17.0 30.0 237.4 100.6

2&3 (3,8)1’ (6.8)21

3 13.2 23.3 10.8 4.8

4 11.6 20.5 78.5 33.9

5 5.6 9.8 33.5 14.5

6 5.6 9.8 7.0 3.0

7 0.6 1.0 ------ ...-

l_/
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board} Regional Copper-Nickel Study, 1977.
The three mine options assume copper ore output in millions metric tons
as follows:

open pit 20,00 “
Combination: Open pit 11.33

Underground 5.35
Underground 12.35

~1
These numbers are calculated assuming 23 percent of resource will be
in place for underground mining roof support,

y
These figures show the number of mine production years lost because
resource is under water and within 600 feet of surface.

left

q
These figures show the number of mine production years gained by assuming
40 percent (600 - 1,000 ft. level) of resource in this zone can be
extracted by underground technique.
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Realistic development scenarios deal iwth alternative numbers of mines open at

any one time. Unnecessary complexity

scenarios which demonstrate a limited

All operations are assumed to be

can be avoided by examfning a set of

range of possibilities.

fully integrated with concentrating

mills and smelter/refineries in the four mine combinations. Each alterna-

tive complex is assumed to be the only development in the Study Area. The

forecast economic effects from these development scenarios represent what can

be expected from a limited amount of copper-nickel development, but smaller

mines,or no smelter/refinery in the Study Area, also are possibilities

resulting in reduced economic effects.

The potential impacts of copper-nickel development on the Study Area

economy are classified as either “direct” or “indirect”. Direct impacts

are attributable directly to the copper-nickel. operation itself: its employ-

ment, payroll, and business expenditures. They are distinct from economy

activity elsewhere in the Study Area. They were estimated by Copper-Nickel

Study staff from engineering data.

The indirect impacts are the aggregative economic consequences of the

assumed mining operations. They are generated from the increase in copper-

nickel-related economic activity and its associated demands such as those

resulting from the increase in disposable income in the region and the in-

crease in business expenditures by the copper-nickel operations. Because it

is an expansion of the existing system, and not independent of it, the in-

direct impact is much harder to estimate. In this study, the computable

economic model wae used to derive the indirect effects.

Gross output, employment and earnings are used as indicators of total

impact. These variables are defined as follows:
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o

al

Gross output is the value of goods and services produced by Study

Area industries. It is equivalent to gross outlay -- the value of

all intermediate proclucts, primary inputs and imports utilized in

in the production of the gross output.

Employment is the number of occupied jobs in the Study Area which

may be filled by both residents and incommuters.

Earnings are the total wages, salaries, and the net i,ncomeof

proprietorial businesses. They serve as an indicator of the de-

velopme~t impact on households.

The next section addresses the key relationships among variables and

their performance after the forecast period to the year 2000. Time sequence

of events is presented because of the vital importance of timing in dealing

with the potential impacts of copper-nickel. development.

Alternative

Economic effects of regional

Development optionsil

copper-rtic.keldevelopment are derived

for each of three mine types, consisting of three single-mine and one mul-

tiple mine operation. In the single-mine options, each mine is assumed to

be the only new development in the Study Area. A concentrating mill and

smelter/refinery is likely to be buf.ltnear the mine?.

In the multiple mine scenario, activity is simply a multiple of the

single-mine activity, for example, a four-mine operation would require

four times the workforce of a single-mine operation and it would have

four times the output. The mine development impacts also

portionately, in the two sets of development options.

——

&/
This discussion makes use of Chapter 15, prepared by
in Volume 5, Regional Copper-Nickel Study, Minnesota
Quality Board, 1977.

would vary pro-

Mark Donaldson
Environmental
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Mining industry employment, payroll, investment and output effects of

single-mine and multiple mine operations are examined, first. These are

called the direct effects of copper-nickel development. The indirect effects

are presented, finally, as the aggregate economic consequences of the assumed

mining operation for the Study”Area and the eight-county Study Region. The

two sets of economic consequences of copper-nickel development are discussed

next for each mine option, starting with single-mine operations.

Direct Economic Effects

Single-Mine Operations. Direct economic effects start with the new

jobs created by construction activity. This is followed by additional new

jobs created by the mining activity itself.

As shown in Fig. 2.2 a construction work force of 1S800 to more than

2,500 is required in the peak year to build the mining-related facilities.

The underground mine requires a smaller construction work force than the

open

mill

jobs

duce

pit mine(7).

Operation of a single, fully-integrated copper-nickel operation -- mine,

and smklter/refinery -- will provide from nearly 2,1.00 to over 2,500

in the Study Area. The open pit model requires 2,071 employees to pro-

20 million metric tons of copper and nickel ore. A combination open pit

and underground mine calls for 2,287 employees while a completely underground

mine would require 2,584 employees. There will be some overlap of the con-

struction and operation work forces so that total employment may reach from

2,902 (open pit) to 3,255 (combination) employees.

Employment reaches its peak very early in the life of mine operation

because of the overlap of construction and mine operation work forces. Even

the employment level of peak production never attains the high employment

levels of the construction period, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Selected
Regional

economic indicators for specified single-mine options~
Copper-Nickel Study Area. l_/

—-.—.—.—. .— —.

Economic
Indicator Open Pit Combination Underground

——— —.

Operating Employment:
Peak level (no.)
Length (years)
Payroll ($ million)
Average salary ($)

Construction Employment:
Peak level (no.)
Length (years)
Payroll ($ million)
Average salary ($)

Capital Investment.:
Mine/Mill ($ million)
Smelter/Refinery

($ million)
Total ($ million)

Projected 1995:
Gross Output ($ roil., 197’0)
Earnings ($ roil., 1970)
Operating Expenditures

($mil., 1970)

2,071 2,28”7 2,584
27 27 26
40.8 46.3 52.6

19,680 20,220 20,440

2,547 2,307 1,800
4 5 5

62.4 56.5 44.1
24,500 24,500 24,500

300.2 301.6 243.8
324.2 324.2 32[+.2

624.4 625.8 568.0

285.1 28.5.1 285.1
30.4 33.6 37.9
56.1 58.7 61.5

.—

l_/
In 1977 dollars, unless otherwise indicated.
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The findings show an annual payroll of $40.8 million (open pit) to $52.8

million (underground). The average earnings per worker’ is higher

the underground model than for the open pit model. This is due to

for

the

more technical nature of underground mining. The construction

payroll would range from $44.1 million (underground) co $62.4 ni.llion (open

pit) .

If 60 percent to 70 percent of gross salary is assumed to be disposable

income, from $24,5 million to $37.0 million would be available each year for

expenditure by the operation’s work force at full employment. An additional

$26.5 million to $43.7 million of disposable income would be generated during

ehe year of peak construction activity.

The capital investment required to produce copper and nickel metal is

enormous. A total estimated investment of $568 to $626

dollars) is required. In each scenario, the investment

rcCi.nery is identical, $324.2 million. The dif[erunces

million (in 1977

for the smelter/

in to~al required

investment are due to the method of mining and the con~en~rating process

necessary to handle various ore grades. The capital investment for an

underground mine/mill, $243.8 million, is the smallest among the three

scenarios, while

tion is the most

Each of the

($1970) in gross

range from $56.1

the combination open pit and underground mine/mill opera-

expensive at $301.6 million.

Chree scenarios is designed to generate about $285 million

annual output. Operating expenditures, other than payroll,

million to $61 .5 million ($lg70) each year.

Multiple Mine @erations_. The direct requirements of more than one—.

single fully integrated copper-nickel operation are multiples of che single

operaton impacts. Four open pi~ operations of the same size would, for

example, employ four times the number of workers as the single open pjt scenario
~
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and produce four times the gross output (Table 4).

The timing of development is an important consideration in assessing

any multiple mine impacts. If the. total period of construction were

prolonged, the drop in employment immediately following the con-

struction employment peak would be eliminated, or at least minimized,

between developments.

Indirect Economic Effects

Expansion of mining operations in the Study Area will require the

supporting economic sectors of the area to adjust to the new level of activity.

Thus , the total economic impact of a copper-nickel operation will be greater

than the direct impacts of the mining operation itself. Most Study Area

businesses will indirectly benefit from the base economy expansion.

The indirect. impacts start with the increase in disposable income in the

Study Area. Business receipts increase as the payroll of the copper--nickel

work force begins to circulate in the Area and as the.copper-nickel businesses

acquire goods and services, additional employment and capital facilities will.

be required. These in turn will foster additional economic demands and the

“multiplier~~ effects of the initial copper-nickel operation will ripple

throughout the economy.

Some sectors will &hotithe effects of copper-nickel development to a

greater degree than others. The Service, Trade and Government sectors will

experience the greatest amount of indirect economic activity. However, these

effects lag behind the direct effects because of the time which is typically

required by:-local businesses to respond to what is happening.

Of the three scenarios, the underground operation is seen to have the

greatest potential impact on the Study Area for each of the three economic

indicators. This can be attributed to its high employment requirements over



Table 4. Selected economic indicators of multiple mine development, by
number of mines, Regional Copper-N.i.ckelStudy Area. .!~

.....——

Economic
Indicator One ‘TWO Three Vour

.——. .— —.—...——

Employment (no.):

Operation
Construction

Payroll ($ million):

Operation
construction (total)

Capital Investment (mil.dol.)

Gross Output (mIl. 1970 dol.)

Earnings (mi,l.1970 dol.)

Operating Expenditures, (roil.1970
Exe. Payroll dol.)

2,287
3,214

fk6.3

78.7

625.8

285.1

33.6

58.7

4,574

6,428

92.6
157.5

1.,251.6

570.2

67.2

117.4

6,861
9,642

138.9
236.2

1,8’77,4

855.3

110.8

176,1

9,148
12,856

185.2
315.0

2,503.2

1,140.4

134.4

234.8

I_/
Figures represent peak production in 1977 dollars, unless otherwise
noted.
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the life of the operation, which more than offset its smaller capital and

construction costs. The total impact of the development is more dependent

on the ,size of its operating work force than any of tl)cother direct

impacts.

The underground scenario differs from the others in that i.ttakes longer

to bring the mining operation to a full production level. As a result the

impact of this scenario starts out small relative to the others and peaks

at a later stage in the life of the operation. This would probably serve to

reduce the negative impacts of a rapidly expanding economy, allowing the

infrastructure requirements of the area to be met at a less demanding pace.

Comparison of direct to indirect impact among the three economic indi-

cators -- output, employment and earnings -- reveals differences in the re-

lationship of total.to direct effects (as shown in Fig. 3). This relation-

ship is called the “multiplier’? effect. The multiplier for employment, for

example, is larger than the multipliers for gross output and earnings.

Indirect earnings are projected to be more than twice the direcc earnings,

while the indirect gross output is expected to be less than the direct gross

output . These differences result from differences in the average earnings

per worker. Many part-time workers will reduce the average earnings and

output levels.

The multiplier effects are not static;

life of each of the scenarios. However, for

they change

the sake of

continuously over the

more detailed analy-

sis, the direct and indirect impacts for each scenario are shown for a single

point in time--l995--a time when the economy is likely to have reached some

sort of equilibrium if mining development has started a decade earlier.

The

economic

Computer Simulation Analysis

computer mQdel of a regional economic system,which provided the

impact forecasts, is used, also, in computer simulation analysis.
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First, a baseline projection series is prepared, given that no new mining

development will take place in the Study Area. Economic multipliers reflect-

ing the existing regional interi.ndustry structure are used for the baseline

projections. The development projections of various economic indicators

are made under the assumption that mining development does take place.

Economic multipliers reflecting regional interindustry structure with the

new industry are used in this projection series. All other assumptions made

in preparing projections are identical in both baseline and development

simulation runs. Thus, any differences between baseline ariddevelopment

indicators are attributable to the impact of mining development.

The discussion now turns to potential public policy problems associated

with copper-nickel extraction in Northeast Minnesota. The purpose here is

to extend the previous discussion of direct and indirect effects of copper--

nickel development in Northeast Minnesota by further assessing the short-

term effects of large scale mine development and the long-term effects of

general economic decline in Northeast Minnesota i(2,7,8).

Reducing Adverse Short-Term Effects of Large-Scale Mine Development

Analysis of the economic effects of the three single-mine development

options shows two sources of variability in local employment, earnings and

business activity -- the initial mine construction and the subsequent mine

operation. Major mine construction leads, finally, to peak employment

levels, followed by declining levels of employment and business activity as

the construction work force is phased out and as increasing output per worker

of the mine work force reduces total labor requirements.

The mine construction impact per construction worker is less than the

mine operation impact per mine worker because of the transient nature of con-

struction work. A smaller percentage of construction workers are permanent
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residents of the local community than mine workers. A recent study shows

that 92 percent of the taconite workers employed

company; which is located near the copper-nickel

within 20 miles of their job site (4). Another

by Erie and Reserve Mining

resourcr zones, lived

study shows that 70 percent

of the disposable income of local reside.n.tsin the El-yarea (also near the

copper-nickel resource zones) was spent in their trade area (6). Becausethe

mine construction phase in copper-nickel development will require an immediate

large expansion in construction activity and work force, a large proportion

of construction workers are likely to live more than 20 miles from the job

site and to spend less than 70 percent of their disposable income in the

local communi.tiy.

‘Nw staggering of mine construction would reduce the initial adverse

f~ffectsof

results of

integrated

(Fig. 4).

a sharp increase in construction activity. To i.l,lustratethe

staggered development, alternative sequences of three fully

combination open-pit and underground operations were simulated

In the simultaneous construction simulation, the three operations

are under construction and in operation simultaneously, while the other

scenarios show staggered construction,

The computer simulations show the problems likely to occur if more

two

than

a single operation is under construction at the same time. The peak construc-

tion employment is nearly 50 percent larger than the peak operating employ-

men t. Such a scenario would require large amounts of temporary accommodations

for this construction work force, as occurred between 1972 and 1977 when

several taconi.te expansion projects were under construction simultaneously.

During chat period, there were severe housing shortages in the Study Area.

Construction workers were living in tents and campers and occupied nearly

every motel room along the Iron Range. In addition there were general infla-

tionary pressures, especially in housing, and increases in crime and emotional
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problems. Each of ~hese stresses

the large construction work force

20

may be attributed to the pressures which

placed on the exist:l.ng

and infrastructure of the Iron Range.

Staggered development reduces the disparity between

and operation employmen~. Given the scenarios presented

patterns of life

peak construction

here it is not pos-

sible to eliminate the initial construction peak.or the decline in the work

force that immediately follows, .Butit is possible to minimize these impacts

and reduce the stressis which these forces would have on the Study Area

economy.

‘Xnsummary, phased mine development is associated with certain benefits,

as follows:

1. Phased mine development implies less mine and mine-related employ-

ment at any one Cime. This makes &otal employment less dependent on
mining activity, thus reducing the induced and indirect losses as-
sociated with temporary cutbacks in mining employment.

2. Phased development with less mine employment may or may not help
bid up wage rates in the primary resource dependent region. Several
mines competing for the same occupations in the labor force pool
should “bidup wages higher than a single large mining com-
pany. Thus, phased developrnent,wi.that least two compecing firms,
could lead to a higher wage level in mining than phased development
with only one operating mine at one time. Competition among mining
firms could lead to increases in wage levels should there also be non-
mining industries competing for workers in the same labor market
(as aresult of economic accident or policy design).

3. Phased development also may help reduce adverse environmental
effects by reducing the number of mines operating at any one time.
In this concept of phased development, the total number of mines
operating at the same time would be very small.

At least two kinds of policy instruments are available to encourage

phased development. One instrument is the set of exist3.ng environmental

regulations which may preclude existence of more than one, two or three oper-

ating mine complexes at any one time. Analysis of

however, is still noc complete. A second possible

.!linnesotahas existing severance taxes on minerals

environmental ques~ions,

instrument is tax policy.

wh.i.chraise certain
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amounts of revenue btl~,at present, serve no critical policy purpose. These

could be overhauled, not to raise revenue, but to offer incentives to stag-

gering,and even postponing mine development. One possible incentive could

be a tax orIthe extraction of a mineral resource at a declining rate, de-

pending on the time elapsed between discovery and commencement of mining

operations. Available models of mining operation cash flow could ‘beused to

analyze the effects of alternative tax policies on mine profitability, giving

a forecast of when the mine would be profitable enough co open.

Stabilizing General Economic Conditions in Mining Communities

Phased development of the copper-nickel resources in Northeast Minnesota

could strengthen general economic condittons$ as well as reduce the adverse

short-term effects of rapid population change in mining communities. Because

of expected improvements in the productivity of labor, particularly in the

taconite industry, Study Area baseline employment is projected to increase

in the 1980’s and decline thereafter, as follows:

Total Iron Mining
Year Employment Employmen~-—

1980
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1995
2000

26,039
29,581
29,734
29,982
30,014
29,874
29,555
27,056
24,215

8,127
8,601
8,336
8,080
7,831
7,590
7,345
5,234
3,703

,Phased copper-nickel development, especially multi-mine development, could

have a stabilizing effect on Study Area employment and offset the

economic problems and dislocations which could result from the projected drop

in baseline employment levels. Without copper-nickel development, employ-

ment would peak in the late 1980’s (about the time copper-nickel mining could



begin), reaching mid-1970 levels by the year 2000. Baseline earnings of the

~,,r,ployedworlcforce in taconit.emining levels off after 1987 at from $320

to $330 million (in 1970 dollars). The lower level of employment is offset

by higher earnings per wroker so that total.earnings

The implications of development on every sector

of the three integrated scenarios would be extremely

remain steady.

of the economy

time consuming

for each

and costly

to analyze. Moreover, the differences among the scenarios are not large

enough to warrant a detailed examinaciort. To highlight the potentially

stabilizing effects of copper-nickel development and to demonstrate the capa-

bility of the model, detailed analysis of only one mine scenario ‘- the

open-pit mine development -- is presented next.

The area and regional economic effect~ of the open-pit development

option are summarized for 13 industry groups. These sectiorsare aggrega-

tions of a 52-industry breakdown used in the computer simulations. This

grouping is used to simplify the presentation of

generated by’the computer simulations.

Large increases in economic activity in the

the large amounts of data

Study Area are projected

for at least 9 of the 12 sectors in Table 5. These nine sectors will ex-

perience increases of more than 20 percent of their baseline gross output

as a result of the development of the single copper-nickel. operation. Seven

sectors are expected to have increases of 20 percent or more in employment

and earnings. The industry groups with the greatest change for each of the

indicators are service, government and trade. Construction and iron mining,

on the other hand> show normal effects from the operation of the copper-

nickel complex. These estimates are for a point in time well past the actual

construction of the complex. During the copper-nickel construction period
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Table 5. Projected increase above baseline in gross output, employment and
earnings in specified industry from copper-nickel development,
Regional Copper-Nickel Study Area.~/

Jndustry_ Mine Development Option—. —. —..
Gross Employ- Earnings

No. Title output ment

1.
2.
3.
4.
‘i..
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Agriculture 11.1.
Iron m~.ning o
Construction 2.2
Manufacturing 24.3
Transportation 21.5
Communications 25.5
Utilities 48.2
Trade 43.5
Fin. , Ins., Real list. 23.2
Services 56.2
Government 51.3
Other Industry 39.8

(percent)

10,0
0
2.3

21.5
18.7
24.0
31,4
44.4

6.8
55.8
5i.4
31.7

1’3.1

0.1.
2.5

21.0
18.2
24.8
34.3
43.6
9.5

55,7
50.9
39.0

.— —.

~/
Both baseline and development projections are for the year 1995.



and rhe initial years of operation$ the region’s construction industry would

experience considerable growth.

The time sequence of development effects is shown in Figure 5 to indicate

their potential volatilility in Lhe initial stage of development. (The

effects of the construction phabe of the pro;ject are not presentfxlherejl.—

The projected trends show that the impacts of development on gross output

generally peak around the year 1995 (if operations were to start in 1986).

Local employment effe~ts and possibly, also, earnings effects generally

peak ac about the same Cime as the gross output effects of the mine develop-

ment.

Not all of the impact of copper-nickel development is confined to

the Copper-Nickel. Study Area. Because of local income leakages through employee

commuting into the Study Area from outside, certain spill-over effects of

development. accrue to the larger eight-county Study Region.

The spill.-over effects are small if all facilities are located in the

Study Area. Two factc)rsare primarily responsible for chis. First, the

employee population of copper-nickel development is expected to be concen-

trated around the site of the operation. In addition, the Study Area includes

the major business and population center on the eastern Iron Range. This

center is the prime area of related business and residential growth, simply

because it has the existing population base and business sector to support

additional growth. A second important factor is the concentration of taconite

qervice industries already established in the Study Area. While not exactly

alike, the taconica: and copper-nickel mine and mill. processes are very

similar and the netwc>r-kof service and dealer enterprises existing in the

Study Area will certainly aclaptto some specialized copper-nickel demands.

The projected impacts of the open pit scenario on three economic indi-

cators for both the Study Area and the Region are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6. Projected area and regional effects of open-pit mine development
in Northeast Minnesota. 1987-2.000.

..——.———— — .—..— —— ...—_____ —

Gross I_/ Total Total 1/
output Employment Earning=

—-.-... .—. .—...————.——-------
(.tnil.dol.) (nos) (roil.clol.)

Study Area:

1987 331.1 5,048 45.6
1990 394,6 7,ho.3 7i,7

1995 422*5 9,006 86.7

2000 409.9 7,645 82.6

Study Region:

1987
1990
1995
2000

Study Area as Proportion
of Study Region (pet.):

1987 90.5 74.6 84.3
1990 99.1 93.3 99.4

1995 99*O 95.3 101.9~/

2000 100.4 96.@ 100.7~/

~/
In 1970 dollars.

2_f’
In-commuting and in-migration from Study Region to Study Area results
in negative multiplier effects for rest of Study Region which are
included in the Study Region projections (but not in the Study Area
projections). Thus, the Study Area totals exceed the Study Region totals
as the in-commuting and in-migration increase,
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The findings show a decline in the spill.-over effects with projee~ develop-

mentt. This decline is due to differences in the industry distribution of

the diTe.ctand indirect effects of mine operation. Ttle differences in

industry distribution are shown by comparison of the employment increase with

the increases in gross output and total earnings. The empl.oymen~ increases

are larger for the Study Region than the Study Area but the gross output

and earnings increases are smaller , which results from a lower average

output per worker and a lower average earnj.ngs per worker for the Study Region

than the Study Area. The averages

of industries with high output per

the Study Region than in the Study

the direct and indirect effects in

confirms this finding.

Summary

Projected economic effects of

are lower because of the lower proportion

worker and high earnings per worker in

Area. A detailed industry breakdown

the Study Area and the Study Region

and Conclusions

proposed copper-nickel development in

of

Northeast Minnesota

and quality of life

beneficial effects.

may have serious adverse effects on economic activity

on local communities. This development may also have

Much depends on the number of mine operations and the

timing of their development.

Three single-mine development. options were iclt!ntif~.ed

effects of assumed levels and patterns of mine development

and the economic

were derived by

use of SIMLAB -- an acronym for the Minnesota Regional Development Simula-

tion Laboratory. ‘i’hethree development options were (1) a 20 million metric

ton open-pit mine, (2) a combination 11.33 million metric ton.open pit mine

and a 5.35 million metric ton underground mine, and (3) a 12.35 million

metric ton underground mine. Assemed, further, was a total of 647.7 million

metric tons of copper ore (average grade of 0.34 percent copper) near the
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surface, a total of 1,026.8 million metric tons of copper ore (average grade

of 0.66 percent copper) less than 1,000 feet from surface, and a total of

2,889.6 million metric tons of copper ore more tl]an1,000 feet from surface

(average grade of 0.66 percent copper) in the Study Area.

Total value of production (in constant

at $285.1 million for each mine option. In

1.970dollars) in 1995 was projected

addition, a series of multiple-

m:ine

were

operations of the combination open pit-underground development option

The study findings show direct employment and investment effects of the

six mine development options as follows:

Open- [Jnder-
Economic Pit
Indicator Mine.——... .—

‘Total employment (no.):
Construction 2,547

(peak year)
Construction . ------

(total man-years)
operation 2,071

(peak year)

Payroll (roil.1977 dol.):
Construction 62.4

(peak year)
Construction ----

(total
Operation 40.8

Investment (roil.1977 dol.):
Mitle/mill 300.2
Smelter/refinery 324.2
Total

A five-to-six

mine options,

Combination Mine ground
-he Two Three Four.— Mine— —.. .—.

2,307

3,214

2,287

56.5

78.2

46.3

301.6
324.2

624.2 625.8

4,614

6,428

4,374

113.0

157”5

92.6

603.2
648.4

1,251.6

6,921 9,228

9,642 12,856

6,861 9,148

169.5 226.0

236.2 315.0

138.9 185.2

904.8 1,206.4
972,6 1,296.8

1,877.4 2,503.4

year construction phase was projecced for the three single-

starting in 1986. A 26-to 27-year operating phase was also

1,800

-p---

2,584

44.1

52.8

243.8
324,2
568.0

projected.
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Peak employment would occur in the third or fourth year of construction.

This employment would be.nearly 10 percent of’the baseline employment in the

Study Area. Mine operation would require as many as I,100 workers by the

fourth year. Construction and mine employment together would peak in the

fourth year at 3,200 for the combination ~cenario.

The direct effects of mine development “multiply” because of economic

linkages between the (ninedevelopment activities and other industries.

These linkages account for’the “indirect” ef$ects of copper-nickel develop-

ment. The indirec.cand direct effects make up the total effect. This con-

cept is represented numerically by the gross output, employment and earnings

“multipliers” as follows (for the year 1995):

Open Combin-- Under-
Economic Indicator Pit ation ground—-— — ——

Gross output 1,48 1.60 1.61
Employment 4.34 4.89 4.5:3
Earnings 2.87 3.09 2.87

Thus , an increase of $1 million in copper-nickel output is associated with

total.area industry output increases of $1.48 milllon, $1.60 million, and

$1.61 million {in 1970 dollars), respectively due to the inrlirec:teffects

resulting from the given

are large because output

copper-nickel industry

mine development. Both employment and earnings

per worker and earnings per worker levels in the

are high relative to other industries which are

affected by the copper-nickel development.

The total economic effects of the three single-mine developments are

projected as follows (for 199.5):
Open Combin- Under-

Economic Indicator Pit ation.—.——. ~gund

Cross output (rnil.1970 dol.) 492 455 460
Employment (no.) 9,006 11,176 11,715
Earnings (roil.1970 dol.) 86 105 109
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The findings show Lhe smallest total impact for the open-pit mine, the l.arges~

for the underground mine. With reference to employment, the increase

in the total due to copper-nickel development would be equivalent to 33 percent

or more of the projected baseline empl.ayment.

By 1,995the projected baseline employment would have declined 10 percent

from its 1988 peak level of 30,014, Thus, the copper-nickel development

would maintain Study Area employment and related economic activity at sub-

stantially higher Ievbls than without development. The projected decline

in baseline empl.oymemt would be postponed by more than a decade as a result

of Ehe development of a single mine complex. This impact is summarized for

the open-pit mine option as follows!

I)evelopmenC
Year Baseline Impact-— —— Total..——

1987 29,982 5,048 35,030
1990 29,552 7,803 37,355
1995 27,056 9,006 36,063
2(?00 24,215 7,645 31,860

Thus , in the short-tem,copper-nickel development would have certain

de-stabilizing effects on local communities because of rapid gorwth in

industry employment, earnings and related economic activity. However, phased

development of two or more mine operations would reduce the adverse effects of

multiple-mine development. In the longer run, copper-!~ick.eldevelop-

ment would help stabilize local economic activity and, indeed, postpone

projected economic decline i.nthe Study Area by more than a decade.
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Appendix: SIMLAB Methodology

SIMLAB is a cornputer-’based

in the analys.iisand forecasting

like copper-nickel development!

model of a regional economic system for use

of potent.i.alregional effec~s of events

‘~hemodel is a ma~hematlcal representation

of this particular Study Area economy. It Consis&s of mathema~ical statements

of linkages between Study Area industries and between these industries and

their National and regional markets. SlllLAB is an impact simulation and

forecasting model. It is used to simula~e the effects of given changes in

the local economy on all other sectors. It is used, also, to forecast the

implications of currently predicted values of national market and policy

variables for the individual. sectors of this regional economy.

Before forecasts can be made, SIMLAB is implemented for a

Study Area ‘byassembling data on gross output or production by

industries, employment, earnings, labor force and population.

particular

regional

SIMLAB is then

adjusted so ~he forecasts it generates follow trends in this data. Where

the SIMLAB user supplies scenarios concerning fu~ure deviations from the base-

line trencls, SIlfLABresponds with forecasts of new levels of industry gross

output, employment, earnings, labor force, population and related socio-

5/
economic variabl.es.—

Baseline and Development

At least two SIMLAB

to measure the pc)tenti.al

Forecasts

forecasts -- baseline and development -- are needed

economic effects of copper-nickel development. The

baseline forecast assumes no copper-nickel developrnenc and business-as-usual

in other Study Area industries. ‘1’hedevelopment forecast includes a copper-

nic:kel development scenario. Several different development scenarios are

—..—..—.

,5_/
SllfLABforecasts of the potential effects from copper-nickel development.
on Study Area population are the subject,of a companion report (7),
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considered in t.!l.isstudy. Differences in Study Area gross output, employment,

and earnings in the two forecasts are measures of the potential effects of

copper-nickel development.

Apart from possible errors s.termningfrom use of the input-output metho-

dology, SllfLA13forecasts of the effeccs of copper-nickel deve~opment have an

important limiation in that they must be interpreted as forecasts of potential

effects. There are two reasons for this. First, forecasts of increases in

Study Area gross output, employment and earnings resulting from the direct,

indirect and induced effects of copper-nickel development must be interpreted

as only potential if public policy decisions concerning zoning and the en–

vironment are required before industry expansion can occur. SIMLAB does not

forecast such decisions. Second, the SH4LJU3forecasts depend on che validity

of the copper-nickel development scenarios (discusseclearlier in this report) .

SIMLAB is designed to measure the direct, indirect, and induced economic

effects of events like copper-nickel development. Direct effects are changes

in gross output, employment, and earnings experienced by Study Area firms

furnishing supplied, materials, and services to the copper-nickel mining in-

dustry. Other area business firms are indirectly affected if they furnish

goods and services to directly affected firms. Household spending of copper-

nickel payrolls would generate induced effects on the retail, wholesale, and

service sectors of the Study Area economy.

reveals the multiplicity of economic events

‘SIMI.ABModel Components 131KI Assumptions

SIMLAB con:+ists of a core input--output

A review of SIMLAB components

taken into account by the model.

mOdLl].Cwill.c.hintcr:ictsWith a

series of other modules to form a regional. simualtion mode].with up to 95

industry groups. Fifty-two sectors of industrial detail were used in the?

copper-nickel. s~udy. Additional industry detail.was unnecessary due to the
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limited number of different industries in the Study Area,

Relationships between SIMLAB

a.

b“

c.

Cl.

6?.

f.

~*

h.

Market module equations

economy (because SIMLAB

mmlul.es and their func~ions are as follows:

link the Srudy Area economy with the National

embraces an economic base theory of re-

gional economic acti.ViEy)o

Investment module relationships

Study Area businesses for pland

measure and forecast spending by

and equipment.

Demand module

Of households

and services.

and other non-irid’,LKi,al.users of Study Area products

The behavior of industrial users is taken into ac-

count by the input-output based

Employment module relationships

to employment in each sector of

production module.

link the volume of production

the $tudy Area.

Value-added module relationships estimate the pool of funds from

which depreciation, business taxes, and investment in new plant

and equipment must be drawn in the Study Area.

L~bor force module relationships represen~ the demographic and

economic forces determining the Study Area labor supply and

demand.

Population n]odule relationships include variables representing

the demographic and economic forces determining changes in the

Study Area population.

Production module contains &he core regional input-output model

which interacts with the other modules for the Study Area,

SIMLAB forecasts are obtained from the programmed interactions among

the modules which are consistent with the economic base theory of regional.

economic actiivity. Economic base industries are those producing goods and

,
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services in excess of regional requirements for sale outside a region. Thus ,

an inflow of dollars of regional balance of payments account is generated.

This j.nflowsustains regional economic activity and, if the inflow increases,

the level of regional activity also fficreases. The taconite industry is an

economic base industry.

SIMLAB analysis of the SCudy Area economy reveals Chat construction~

apparel, l.oggi.ng}printing and publishing, machinery manufacturing, railway

transportation,

trade, and some

economic base.

truck transportation, communications, wholesale and retail

services, as well as iron mining, are part of the area

However, the taconite industry generates more than three

times as much money inflow as all the other economic base industries. Thus ,

~he National. market for the steel produced from taconite has the cricical

role in determining the level of economic activity in the Study Area.

SIMLAB provides an exact method of measuring linkages between the

Eaconite industry and other area industries through the relationships pro-

grammed into its modules.

taconi.te industry is based

tion upon which all ST3fLAB

For example, projected growth in the Study Area

cm industry expansion plans -- a critical assump-

forecast.s of future Study Area employment and

earnings are based. The industry expansion plans are part of the public

record.g/

In the SIJVLABmodel, forecast growth in Study Area taconite production

and exports leads to calculations, in the production module, of additions

to production by study area supplying industries needed by the taconite in-

dustry if it is to expand output. Should these calculated increases exceed

—.———.

~/
Direct testimony and hearings transcripts from a rehearing of a cer-
tificate of need before the Minnesota Energy Agmcy for the Minnesota
Power and Light Company and the United Power Association, 1977.
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study area plant capacity, or should they require labor inputs in excess of

available labor supply, SIMLAB will calculate the maximum output obtainable

under the existing constraints. In case of excess demand for labor, migra-

tion and commuting into the region will be forecast by the labor market and

population modules. An excess ”suppl.yof labor results in forecases of out-

migration and regional population dec~ine.

Programmed into the SIMLAB system, the Study Area input-output table

makes it

existing

ials are

possible to “trace the effects on the economy of expansion by any

or new industry. Once expansion gets underway, supplies and mater-

purchased from regional supplying industries, adding a new component

to interindustry transactions. When these industries expand their output,

they requ.i.remore intermediate goods from the industreis supplying them.

The input-output table prescribes how much the output of all industries

supplying an expanding or new industry must increase. As noted earlier,

this is the function of the production moduel in the SIMLAB system.

Because relative prices and/or the scale of production generally change

over periods of tiime,the initial assumptions of tnput-output analysis may

lead to errors in projections based on the input-output data. Provided the

commodity flow data in the input-output tale are accurate, the cechni.cal Co-

efficients are valid statements of historical fact, However, if the coeffi-

cients are used to analyze events In a later year, then Che possibility Of

error arises either from changes in relative prices or from economies of

scale. In this case, the two-region input-output program must be used again

to recompute the new flows of goods and services. The SIMLAB procedures

provide for this option.




